
Leadership
5 Day Challenge:

3 Things Leaders Do
Leaders, Not Bosses
A Leader's Mindset
Everyone has Genius
I am a Leader

Printables Set includes:
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THINGS
LEADERS DO

3

   Superheros are not bosses. They do 3 things very

well, while bosses do these 3 things poorly. Read the

3 things that leaders do and write out how you can

be a leader not a boss below:
  

Leaders help

themselves.

1 32
Leaders watch

their words.

Leaders have

manners.

Bosses demand

help.

Bosses don't

think about

feelings.

Bosses don't

care about 

others.

How did you 

help yourself?

Did you watch

your words?

Did you have

manners?
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A Leader's Mindset
Instructions: Leaders think differently. They remember to consider all

of the 5 thoughts when trying to solve a problem. Write out a problem

you have or have noticed and your answers to the 5 thoughts:

I 
H
o

p
e
: I 
l
o

v
e
:

I 
s
a
y
:

I 
t
h
in

k
:

I s
ee

:

Hopes: 

love: 

Say: 

Think: 

See: 

The goal

Why it is important

What you should say

Your guesses

Facts you need

The Problem:
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Everyone
has genius

     We play and work with others everyday. Every
person looks different, has a different personality,
and interest. There are also all kinds of different
talents and weaknesses. 
      At times we miss the important ways that other
people are special because we are frustrated by
something they are not doing well.
      Every person has their own genius thing that they
are extra special at. Many kids haven't found their
own special talent yet, some already have so they
can help others using it. 
      When we are working together it is
important to remember the following:

     

My Genius:

1 thing I am the 
great at

why this is my
special talent

1 way I can help
others with my skill

Talents
others have:

Person and their talent

Why their talent is
special

How others
can help:

1 way you have seen
someone help others

How they used 
their genius

Why that was important

helping
others helps

you:

1 way you
helped someone

How you used
your genius

How you made a
difference

1 way their talent can
help others
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I Am A leader

3 Ways I was a leader this week: 

Qualities I had of a leader: 
Ways I noticed others be a
leader:

Things I want to remember about this week: 
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